PC & SERVER
SECURITY SOLUTIONS
MOBILE AND FIXED SOLUTIONS

PC & SERVER SECURITY
Loxit have been designing and manufacturing mounting, security and management solutions for IT and AV integration
since 1996. In that time we have collaborated with many of our customers, audio-visual& information technology

partners to perfect our solutions for everything from iPads and laptops to touch screens and interactive whiteboards.
We maintain high stock levels, enabling us to offer a fast turnaround service.

Today Loxit is recognised around the world as a leading light in the delivery of innovative display and security solutions.
A reputation based on...
QUALITY PRODUCTS >

SERVICE AND AFTERCARE >

All our products are made to our exacting standards,

We have designed, developed and manufactured every

Everything is designed to enhance the end user and

back to front and strive to achieve exceptional levels of

ensuring a quality solution that is totally reliable.

product we sell, so we know our equipment inside-out,

installer experience. This ensures the safety and security

service and aftercare for all our customers.

of your equipment, and the longevity of the solution.
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APPLE PRODUCTS
Loxit’s range of Apple security and mount solutions encapsulate the ethos of minimalist design. Understated yet elegant,
our solutions compliment the technologies they secure and protect.

Our range covers iPad, iMac, Mac Pro, Mac Mini and Apple TV. We also produce a range of mounts and holders for
iPads and have developed a range of desktop storage solutions for iPads.

iMAC SECURITY STAND
PRODUCT CODE 7630 for 21.5”

PRODUCT CODE 7632 for 27”

iMac security stand is permanently fixed through the desk or counter top and the iMac slides into position. The stand
features ‘smart design’ that allows the iMac to remain fully rotatable once in the stand with the option of using a fixed
position if required.

It also includes cable management and security should a wired keyboard and mouse be selected. Two sizes available
for 21.5” and 27”.

Installation is quick and easy, like all our products, we
have invested in quality, easy to follow instructions.
Smart design - the little touches…like the ability to
still rotate the screen, secure and manage cables.
Seriously strong - made using 4mm hardened steel.
Supremely secure - the iMac is connected to the stand
using a unique anti-tamper, anti-drill, shrouded lock.
Secure style - the stand perfectly fits the elegant
lines of the iMac.
Popular sizes - the stand is available in 2 models
for 21.5” and 27” screens.

Neat and tidy allows cables
to feed through
the stand.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET
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MAC MINI SECURITY CLAMP
PRODUCT CODE 7661

Small and discreet but extremely strong and secure. This clamp perfectly compliments the design of the Mac Mini,
allowing you to securely attach the unit either the top or underneath side of any counter or desktop. The clamp also

features a VESA mount hole pattern, so integration of the clamp into your existing IT/AV hardware storage is also possible.
Like all our products the clamp has ‘smart design’ features including natural ventilation, designed into the structure of the
clamp, routing for keyboard and mouse cables (if being used) and protection of the RAM chips, which can be easily
removed on the Mac Mini from the underneath side.

Clicksafe Lock - the clamp
uses a high quality lock that
compliments the design of the
Apple unit and offers fantastic
security.

Secure style - the colour coded clamp perfectly fits the Mac Mini.
The plastic coating delivers longevity.
Seriously strong - made using 4mm hardened steel.
Smart design - including cable
routing and protection of RAM chips.
Tethering - the clamp can be tethered
using high security cabling (sold separately).

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET

Cable enabled - all ports and
connections remain clear
and easily accessible with the
clamp in place.
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MAC MINI SECURE RACK MOUNT
PRODUCT CODE 7665

Where multiple devices feed a suit of users from a centralised, secure IT cabinet, rack mounting the smaller devices

enables you to make best use of the available space and keep things neat and tidy. The Mac Mini Secure Rack Mount

secures one or two Mac Minis or Mac Mini Servers onto a purpose made 1U high racking enclosure with the addition of
a high-security padlock, locking the Mac Minis in place.

Constructed using 2mm steel the rack mount easily fits into any universal 19” racking system. The rack is attached

using 4 x M6 security screws (a security tool is supplied with each rack). Like all our products the rack mount has ‘smart
design’ features including natural ventilation and protection of the RAM chips (which can be easily removed on the Mac
Mini from the underneath side).

Quick start - the rack fits within any universal 19” racking cabinet.
Plastic coating delivers longevity.
Seriously strong - made using 2mm hardened steel.

Secure smaller units within stand rack spaces maximise your available cabinet space with stand rack mounting.

Security screws and high security lock - the rack is held in place
using security screws with the added protection of a high security
padlock on the back.
Smart design - including natural ventilation and
protection of RAM chips

Neat and tidy - all cabling can be threaded through the hasp of the
padlock to maintain a neat and tidy cabinet.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET
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APPLE TV SECURITY CLAMP
PRODUCT CODE 7655

When using the Apple TV with other AV hardware such as an interactive whiteboard or large format display you are able

to stream content from an iPad onto the display. This is ideal within the education and training environment…plus it offers
great flexibility for corporate presentations. Apple TV Clamps fit perfectly on Loxit’s screen and whiteboard solutions.

Why use this clamp? To integrate into solutions and hide from view, to protect from opportunist theft of a small, highly
portable, valuable piece of equipment and to reduce the risk of damage that could occur if the unit is not securely

attached to other hardware during transportation. This clamp perfectly compliments the design of the Apple TV unit,
allowing you to discreetly and securely attach the unit either to any number of surfaces. The clamp features a VESA
mount hole pattern, so integrating into your existing IT/AV units is easy and straightforward.

Seriously strong made using 2.5mm
hardened steel

Secure style - the colour
coded clamp perfectly fits
the Apple TV unit.

Smart design - versatile mount
that can be quickly added to
any number of existing stands
or arms. The bracket also
includes natural ventilation and
cable routing

Cable enabled - all ports and
connections remain clear
and easily accessible with the
clamp in place.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET
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MAC PRO TOWER CLAMP
PRODUCT CODE 7675

The unique Mac Pro Tower Clamp lockdown system has been developed to deliver a discreet and high-tech security
solution for Mac Pro towers.

The Mac Pro Tower Clamp compliments the aesthetics of the Mac Pro, as it secures the computer through the feet

in the base of the computer chassis. Constructed using 3mm heavy-gauge steel it can be bolted to a countertop, desk
or floor. The unit also features a high-security anti-tamper, anti-drill, block lock.
It is also possible to secure the mouse, keyboard and other cables
to the rear of the unit. The addition of a rear-casing padlock can

be supplied to prevent access to the valuable internal components.

Neat and tidy - discreet
high-security lockdown
casing compliments
the original design of the
Mac Pro.

Quick start - easy installation, this
cost-effective solution can be bolted
to desk or floor.

Cable enabled - casing also secures
keyboard, mouse and power cables
without compromising access to ports.

Optional 30mm rear-casing padlock to lock chassis side panel.

High security anti-tamper lock –
high quality lock with 3mm steel
shield for added protection.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET

TABSTAND FOR DESKTOP DISPLAY
PRODUCT CODE 7645

The iPad has become an integral part of daily life but using it in a comfortable position can be challenging. For example
when laid on the desk or worktop, users can easily become hunched over the unit creating posture and neck problems.
The TabStand for Desktop Display stand raises the height of the iPad and provides a perfect angle for viewing to
prevent over extension and bad posture when using the device.

The stand has been designed to compliment the aesthetics of the iPad using a silicon rubber holder which can be
adjusted to take any tablet. Silicon pads are also used to protect the iPad from being scratched when held within

the stand. Manufactured from 2mm aircraft grade aluminum, anodised in a choice of colours this is ideal for both the
home and office environment.

Light weight - easy to move
and use

Perfect fit - the stand
supports the iPad whilst the
Apple cover remains in place.

Accommodating all types of tablet the adjustable silicon rubber holder
can take all makes of tablet.
One size - fits all versions of
iPad, iPad air and iPad mini.
Scratch resistant Silicon pads
prevent scratching
of the iPad
surfaces.

Quality materials - made using 2mm
‘aircraft’ grade aluminum.

Colourful - available in
a variety of colours.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET
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TABSTAND ANGLED
PRODUCT CODE 7640

TabStand Angular addresses many of the same issues as TabStand for Desktop Display in terms of creating a more
user focused workable device. It’s major advantage is it’s ability to prevent the effects of glare on the screen.

The TabStand Angular stand eliminates glare from light fittings and sun light reflections. The iPad can still be used

horizontally or vertically and at an angle of either 30 or 50 degrees thus eliminating bad posture. The universal stand
is ideal for education and the teaching or conferencing environment.

The stand has been designed to compliment the aesthetics of the iPad using a silicon rubber holder which can be
adjusted to take any tablet. Silicon pads are also used to protect the iPad from being scratched when held within
the stand. Manufactured from 2mm aircraft grade aluminum, anodised in a choice of colours this is ideal for both
the home and office environment.

Anti glare - work at either
30O or 50O to prevent glare
from lighting and other
external light sources.
Accommodating all types of tablet the adjustable silicon rubber holder
can take all makes of tablet.

One size - fits all versions of
iPad, iPad air and iPad mini.
Light weight - easy to move
and use.

Scratch resistant Silicon pads prevent scratching
of the iPad surfaces.

Colourful - available in
a variety of colours.

Quality materials - made using 2mm
‘aircraft’ grade aluminum.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET

iPHONE FOR DESKTOP DISPLAY
PRODUCT CODE 7635

Designed to compliment the aesthetic of the iPhone, this tough stand is robust, being manufactured from 3mm
aircraft grade aluminum. The stand elevates your iPhone to provide the perfect viewing angle when mounted

on a desk. The stand features a large silicon pad, providing cushioned support for the iPhone and preventing it from
sliding when in use.

Hands free Facetime calls
- in a comfortable position.

Colourful - available in anodised
silver, pink or black.
Fits all iPhones - iPhone 3,
4, 5c, 5s and 6.

Smart design - features Silicon pad
cushions that prevent scratching
and sliding.

Quality materials - made using
3mm ‘aircraft’ grade aluminum.

Light weight - easy to use.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET
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INTEL NUC CLAMP
PRODUCT CODE 0030

A discreet, high-security mount for the 4th generation, Intel NUC. It is constructed from 4mm hardened steel, powder
coated black to match the device.

The ‘smart design’ enables the clamp to be mounted on or under a desk, it can also be fixed to the rear of a monitor
using the standard VESA mount.

For total protection, the Intel NUC is then locked in place within the dock using a high security lock and shield.

Discreet - high-security
solution for Intel NUC.
Adaptable - can be mounted
on or under a desk, even
onto the rear of a monitor using
the standard VESA mount.

High quality locks
- fitted with high security
locking system and shield.

Built to last - made from 4mm hardened steel,
which is powder coated for longevity.

Easy access - full access remains to all ports.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET

N COMPUTING CLAMP
PRODUCT CODE 0032

The N Computing Clamp is a discreet, high-security mount for N Computing units – including the M, N and X-series.
It is constructed from 4mm hardened steel, powder coated black to match the device.
The ‘smart design’ enables the clamp to be mounted on or under a desk, it can also be fixed to the rear of a monitor
using the standard VESA mount.

Hidden - can be mounted on or under
a desk or even onto the rear of a monitor
using the standard VESA mount.

Built to last - made from 4mm hardened
steel, which is powder coated for longevity.
High quality locks - fitted with high security
locking system and shield.

Adaptable - works with M, N and X series
N Computing units.

Easy access full access remains to all ports.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR SPECIFICATION SHEET
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LOXIT iPAD & TABLET - MOBILE SOLUTIONS

iPorta is the solution for transporting iPads and tablets. The tough, rugged

polypropylene case hides a cushioned, high-tech interior that features a wireless
access point, an external power supply and CAT 5 connection.

TabCart is a range of mobile sync and charge storage solutions specially
designed for tablets and iPads. The unique Loxit design combines

weight saving technology with years of engineering expertise to create
a strong chassis that is easily moved with minimal effort.

The Lapbank trolley is designed
to accommodate tablets up to

a maximum case size of 70mm (h)
x 360mm (w) x 230mm (d).

The generous shelf sizes will easily accommodate a wide range of devices.
Storage is configured as two tablets per shelf, which on our smaller units
allows space to securely store a laptop with the tablets.
Mobile security

Our constant attention to detail, sourcing and utilising the highest quality

parts such as the 7 lever Mortice locks,anti-jemmy bars, full-length piano
hinges and an all welded construction are the result of rigorous trials and
testing. This constant development

and refining of our products has established quite a reputation within the
technology and security world for Loxit in open access environments.

Today our products are recognised by professional integrators worldwide for
there high security, reliability, safety and durability.

Visit the website, www.loxit.com to find out more about our wide
variety of mobile and fixed iPad and Tablet solutions.

LOXIT iPAD & TABLET - FIXED SOLUTIONS

The definitive desktop storage device, iBank and iBank Wedge. Each can hold

up to 8 iPads or tablets from 7-10 inch including a range of case sizes from

slim-line up to 26mm thick, this includes products such as the Griffin Survivor.
The iBank Wedge can be securely mounted onto virtually any desk or

counter top surface via it’s high strength locators. And it wouldn’t be a Loxit
product without an array of high-tech features hidden away inside the

outer case - which itself is packed full of technology and design features
including the all welded steel construction with full-length piano

hinges to the door, and a cam-lock on the door itself. The unique
wedge shape also features ‘smart design’ with natural ventilation

designed into the case ensuring the prevention of heat build up
inside the unit. Look inside and you’ll start to see the intricate

installation of cutting edge technology, featuring charging or sync
and charge systems.

Visit the website, www.loxit.com to find out more about iBank products.

The fixed wall storage solution is the iBank, a seriously
strong outer case that can be firmly located to any

wall or floor. The iBank is constructed using Loxit’s tried
and tested all welded steel seems with full-length piano
hinges for the door. And the door itself gets the full

Loxit treatment, formed from 1.5mm thick steel it’s wrap
around design ensures the door gains maximum

strength from the main structure. The final piece of the
security package is the lock, all iBank units feature
high quality ASSA alloy locks.
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Telephone +44 (0)1625 856 801
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